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Abstract
As intelligent and precision manufacturing becomes the trend of industrial production, it is of practical
significance to study the job-shop production control. However, the existing studies have not provided
an evaluation mechanism to reasonably measure the control efficiencies of different plans. The desired
control objectives are not easily achieved for job-shop production control problems with dynamic
changes. Therefore, this paper probes into the dynamic job-shop production control problem based on
deep reinforcement learning and rule scheduling. Firstly, a multi-objective optimization model was
established for the production control system of dynamic job-shop. Then, deep reinforcement learning
was introduced to job-shop production control system to transform the dynamic job-shop production
control problem. After that, the authors proposed a dynamic job-shop production control method based
on deep reinforcement learning, and explained the collaboration strategy for multiple subsystems. The
proposed method was proved effective through experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Job-shop production control is a classic problem in the combinatory optimization of scheduling
rules and production control [1-3]. As intelligent and precision manufacturing becomes the
trend of industrial production, it is of practical significance to study the job-shop production
control. However, the traditional solving algorithms for production control and job-shop
scheduling only work under certain application scenarios [4-6]. Meanwhile, the computationalefficient rule scheduling approach cannot fully adapt to the constantly changing production
environment and conditions [7-12]. The key and difficulty in the effective application of
production control strategy lies in the substantial improvement of control efficiency, and realtime optimization and correction of operations based on existing control information.
Many scholars have explored job-shop production control. For example, Rathore et al. [13]
fully considered the constraints on zero waiting of jobs during processing and the operator’s
learning effect, constructed a mathematical model for zero-waiting flow shop scheduling
problem, and solved the model with genetic algorithm (GA) / path relinking search algorithm,
which involves elite retention strategy and local search operator. Taking minimal makespan as
the object, Lage Junior and Godinho Filho [14] modelled the flow shop scheduling problem
with machine allocation, job sequence, and initial processing time as decision variables, and
solved the problem with the adaptive GA – symbiotic organisms search (SOS) algorithm, which
contains mutualism, commensalism, and parasitism operators. The fitness function of the
algorithm determines the adaptability and search effect. Zhang et al. [15] analysed the energy
consumption factors of the job-shop, and established an energy consumption calculation model
that considers operator factors. Block et al. [16] built up a job-shop production control model
to minimize the maximum completion time, production cost, and production energy cost, solved
the problem with the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II), which utilizes the
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plug-in greedy decoding operator, and verified the effectiveness of the algorithm by comparing
the equilibrium of different production indices under four scheduling plans.
The job-shop production control problem faces constraints on energy consumption and
waiting time. The traditional simplified models and solving methods do not work well on such
a complex problem. Most of them are overdependent on mathematical models and gradient
information [17-19]. Adloor and Vassiliadis [20] improved the differential evolution algorithm,
which is easy to implement with a few control parameters, and applied the improved version to
solve the energy-efficient production control of zero-waiting flow shop. The improved
algorithm successfully activated the current optimal solution, when the global search became
stagnant. In addition, Jalilian et al. [21] verified the effectiveness and efficiency of the improved
algorithm on production cases.
Facing the dynamic changes of uncertain factors, it is difficult for mathematical modelling,
and heuristic and meta-heuristic algorithms to obtain the optimal solution in real time [21-25].
Based on temporal difference (TD) learning theory, Damanik et al. [26] established a deep TD
reinforcement learning model, and used the model the transform and solve the multi-phase
decision-making of multi-objective flexible job-shop scheduling; the solution was much better
than that obtained by heuristic algorithm or ant colony optimization (ACO).
In job-shop production control, there are generally several feasible plans for a problem with
multiple objectives and constraints. However, the existing studies have not provided an
evaluation mechanism to reasonably measure the control efficiencies of different plans. This
paper attempts to realize the desired control objectives of job-shop production control problems
with dynamic changes, and narrow the distance between relevant theories and practical
problems. Therefore, deep reinforcement learning was combined with rule scheduling, and
implemented to solve the multi-objective optimization and rule selection of job-shop production
control.
The main contents of this work cover three aspects: (1) setting up a multi-objective
optimization model for the production control system of dynamic job-shop; (2) introducing
deep reinforcement learning to job-shop production control system, and realizing the transform
of the dynamic job-shop production control problem; (3) proposing a dynamic job-shop
production control method based on deep reinforcement learning, and explaining the
collaboration strategy for multiple subsystems. The proposed method was proved effective
through experiments.

2. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION OF DYNAMIC JOB-SHOP
PRODUCTION CONTROL
Considering the changes in the delivery date of products and the material demand in each
production link, this paper proposes a multi- objective optimization model for the production
control system in dynamic job-shop (Fig. 1). Let (n, m) be the mth operation of the nth job in
job-shop production process; S1, S2, …Sl be the multiple performance indices to be optimized.
Then, the objective function G of job-shop production control can be defined as:
G = min(Sl), l = 1, 2, …, L
(1)
The optimization of G is equivalent to the minimization of S1, S2, …, Sl. Let Qnml and PTnml
be the start time and duration of operation (n, m), respectively. During the execution of an
independent task, an operation cannot be started before the previous operation is complete. Thus,
G needs to satisfy the following constraint:
s.t.Qnm − Qn( m +1) + FTnm  0, n = 1, 2,..., N ; m = 1, 2,..., M
(2)
During the execution of an independent task, the start time of the first operation must be
equal to or greater than 0:
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Qn1  0, n = 1, 2,..., N

(3)
Let Cnml be the binary function about whether operation (n, m) is processed on machine l. If
yes, Cnml = 1; otherwise, Cnml = 0. Since a machine cannot process more than one job at a time,
we have:
Cnml = Cuvl = 1 or Qnm − Quv + PTnm  0 or Quv − Qnm + PTuv  0, n  u
(4)
This paper takes the minimal makespan FT and minimal total delay ET as the objectives of
job-shop production control, and constructs the penalty function EF of early completion and
delay.

Figure 1: Multi-objective optimization model for the production control system in a dynamic
job-shop.
The makespan FT is a key performance indicator of job-shop production control and
resource scheduling. Its minimization was set as an optimization objective, that is, minimizing
the completion time of the last operation of the last job on all machines. Let Mw be the number
of jobs to be processed; FT1, FT2, …, FTMw be the completion times of these jobs. Then, the
minimization of FT can be expressed as:
minFT = min max FT1 ,FT2 ,..,FTM 
(5)
Similarly, the minimization of the total delay ET was set as another optimization objective,
that is, minimizing the delay of every job on the machines. Let ETi be the delay of the ith job on
the machines. Then, the minimization of ET can be expressed as:

(

w

)

Mw

minET = minETi 

(6)

i =1

Early completion of job processing will lead to an early delivery, causing inventory waste.
Delayed completion will postpone the delivery date, and produce economic losses. To avoid
both problems, the penalty function EF was constructed to penalize early completion and delay,
such that the processing of every job can be completed around its delivery date. The
optimization direction is minimizing the penalty. Let FTi and DDi be the completion time and
delivery date of the ith job, respectively; EPi and DPj (EPj + DPj = 1, and EPj, DPj >0) be the
penalty coefficients for early completion and delay, respectively. Then, we have:
 Mw

EF =   EPmax
( ( FTi − DDi ) , 0 ) +  DPmax
( ( DDi − FTi ) , 0 ) 
i
i
 i =1






(7)

The sum of EPj and DPj is 1. The two penalty coefficients are both positive constants.
Next, the MD-dimensional vector in the decision space A for dynamic job-shop production
control is denoted as a = (a1, a2, …, aMD), while the ND-dimensional vector in the objective
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function G is denoted as g = (g1, g2, …, gMD). Then, the multi-objective optimization problem
for the dynamic job-shop production control with MD decision variables and ND objective
variables can be mathematically modelled as:
min G ( x ) = ( g1 ( a ) , g2 ( a ) ,..., gM ( a ))
(8)
The u inequality constraints hp(a) ≤ 0 and MD-u equality constraints fq(a) = 0 can be
expressed as:
D

hp ( a )  0, p = 1, 2,..., u
s.t. 
 f q ( a ) = 0, q = u + 1,..., M D

(9)

Then, the weighted sum of the three objective functions, namely, makespan FT, total delay
ET, and penalty function EF, was solved. The result was treated as the multi-objective
optimization function for the dynamic job-shop production control problem:
(10)
WT = OV +  +  F
where, μ, α, and δ are all positive constants, whose sum equals 1.

3. TRANSFORM OF DYNAMIC JOB-SHOP PRODUCTION CONTROL
PROBLEM
Under actual working conditions, job-shop production control faces uncertain explicit
disturbances. The common solution is to transform the dynamic control problem in the event
of an interference into a static control problem, and to redefine and redesign entity codes,
objective functions, resource constraints, and algorithm parameters. This traditional approach
is time-consuming, and easily fail with the occurrence of new interferences, calling for manual
adjustment. Fortunately, the machine learning algorithm, capable of generating real-time
feedbacks to problems, can handle any stochastic event in the process of dynamic job-shop
production control at ease.
The dynamic job-shop production control problem can be transformed into a Markov
decision process. As shown in Fig. 2, the state space of Markov decision process describes the
real-time working conditions required by the job-shop production control system to make
decisions about production and processing. In this scenario, the production control system can
receive a reward by controlling machines to select and process any job. In this paper, deep
reinforcement learning is introduced to the job-shop production control system. By this strategy,
the processing task can be executed in such a manner that the machines can receive the highest
cumulative reward, after learning a series of production and processing decisions.

Figure 2: Markov decision process.

Considering the sheer number of states in job-shop production control problem, it is not
very feasible to adopt the reinforcement learning based on the entire Markov decision process.
Therefore, this paper only chooses the model-free reinforcement learning method that only
evaluates the state value. If there are many machines, the action space of only one job-shop
production control system is too large for the model, which would greatly complicate the
training of reinforcement learning. Therefore, this paper expands the dynamic job-shop
production control problem into a Markov decision process of multiple production control
subsystems. In this way, multiple production control subsystems are connected with multiple
machines, making the problem modelling more flexible and avoiding the redesign of operation
sequence in the event of uncertain implicit disturbances.
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3.1 State space
Based on deep reinforcement learning, the effect of dynamic job-shop production control
depends greatly on the state space, action space, and penalty/reward function of Markov
decision process. In this paper, the state space is configured as three matrices: a processing time
matrix of all operations, a Boolean matrix of outstanding operations, and a Boolean matrix of
completed operations. The rows and columns of the matrices represent different operations and
jobs. When a production control subsystem chooses an operation for action in the next state, it
must comply with the applicable scheduling rules, in order to respond rapidly to environmental
changes. To facilitate the calculation of control objectives in the next step, the above three
matrices can be imported as input data to the three input channels of the convolutional neural
network (CNN).
3.2 Action space
Fig. 3 shows the construction process of action space. In dynamic job-shop production control
problem, the action space refers to the actions of every machine selecting any job from the
buffer zone for processing under the applicable scheduling rules in the current state. In other
words, the job-shop scheduling rules to be followed are the action space of deep reinforcement
learning. Fig. 4 shows the execution flows of classic rule scheduling algorithms, including
longest processing time (LPT), shortest processing time (SPT), maximum work remaining
(MWR), least work remaining (LWR), most operations remaining (MOR), and least operations
remaining (LOR).

Figure 3: Construction of action space.

3.3 Penalty/reward function
This paper defines the penalty/reward function based on the short-term reward of the processing
actions by machines. The amount of reward is jointly determined by the processing time of jobs
and makespan. Let μ and δ be weight coefficients; bO and bP be the distributions of the optimal
solution to the makespan and the value predicted by the deep reinforcement learning algorithm,
respectively; τi be the processing time of the ith job on machines. Then, the penalty/reward
function for machines taking processing action can be defined as:
RF =


bO − bP
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a) LPT

b) SPT

c) MWR

d) LWR

e) MOR

f) LOR

Figure 4: Flowchart of rule scheduling algorithms.

4. DYNAMIC JOB-SHOP PRODUCTION CONTROL METHOD BASED
ON DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
4.1 Model construction
Based on ε-greedy strategy, this paper explores the processing actions of machines in the
process of dynamic job-shop production control. A random number from uniform distribution
was compared with the pre-set exploration threshold β to check if it is greater than that threshold.
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Let VO be the size of the action space. If a > β, the processing action MO(τ) of a machine can be
determined by the action exploration strategy:
MO ( )  O ( 0,VO )
(12)
If MOτ = 0, the machine controlled by the production control subsystem has no action to
execute; if MOτ = VO, the machine controlled by the production control subsystem executes
production action VO. Let Φ(MO|ST) be the action strategy of the machines participating in
production. If a < β, action MO(τ) can be determined by greedy strategy:
MO ( )  arg max ( MO | ST )
(13)
The deep reinforcement learning network is activated by rectified linear unit (ReLU)
function:

a,( a  0 )
Re LU ( a ) = 

0,( a  0 )

(14)

If the input to ReLU is negative, the network layer will output zero; if the input is positive,
the input will be directly outputted. ReLU function does better than Sigmoid and Tanh in
network stabilization and unilateral inhibition.
For largescale job-shop production control problem, the median function of Q-learning has
a large capacity. Based on deep Q-learning network, this paper simultaneously estimates the
state values and action values of production control.
During the learning and training of the production control subsystems in a dynamic
environment, the real-time update efficiency of each subsystem will be reduced due to the
strong correlation between the state at time τ and that at time τ + k.
This issue can be easily solved by the large empirical data pool of the deep learning
algorithm based on experience replay mechanism. Based on deep learning algorithm, the
empirical steps of subsystems were randomly sampled to replace the traditional real-time
update.
To sum up, this paper analyses job-shop scheduling problem from two aspects, namely,
action implementation and action evaluation, with production control subsystems containing
Actor network and Critic network.
4.2 Loss function and parameter update
Fig. 5 shows the structure of the loss function for our model. It can be seen that the deep Qlearning network is updated by a loss function composed of two parts: Actor loss and Critic
loss. Let ωcr be the parameter of the Critic network; p be the instant reward obtained by a
machine; Q(ST*, MO*, ωcr) be the estimated value of the next production state of the machine.
Then, the Critic loss function can be given by:

(

Losscr ( ωcr ) = p + δmaxQ ( ST  ,MO ,ωcr ) − Q ( ST,MO,ωcr )

Figure 5: Structure of loss function.
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The Critic loss function is updated by the same strategy as the Q-learning network based on
value function. The update aims to minimize the gap between the estimated values of machine
state and action functions Q(BE*, MO*, ωcr) and the target values p + δmax Q(BE*, MO*, ωcr).
Let ωac be the parameter of the Actor network. Then, the Actor loss function can be given by:
Lossac ( ωac ) =  log  ( MO | ST,ωMO ) Losscr ( ωcr )
(16)
Eq. (16) shows that, if a production subsystem is unlikely to control machines to execute a
production task, yet receives a high reward, then the Lossac (ωac) will increase. Fig. 6 shows the
update pattern of the network model.

Figure 6: Update pattern of online model.

If the Critic has disagreement, the delayed target network needs to be introduced to the
algorithm. Then, the Critic loss function of online network can be updated by:

(

)

(

)

(

)

Losscr ωcrOL =  p + δ max
Q ST,MO ,ωcrT − Q ST,MO,ωcrT 
MOT



2

(17)

where, the second bracketed term on the right side indicates that Critic will evaluate the action
from the delayed target network in state ST*. Similarly, the Actor loss function can be updated
by:
Lossac ( ωac ) =  log  ( MO | ST,ω ) Losscr ( ωcr )
(18)
In each iteration, the parameters can be configured as:
IN

OL

OL

ac = ac
T

OL

cr = cr
T

(19)

OL

4.3 Collaborative control of multiple production control subsystems
For a largescale dynamic job-shop production control system, the model construction involves
multiple subsystems. Whenever a subsystem takes an action, its state changes will affect the
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actions and states of other subsystems. Therefore, the primary task of dynamic job-shop
production control system is to update and coordinate every subsystem. Fig. 7 illustrates the
learning and training pattern of multiple production control subsystems. Each subsystem that
controls machines copies its parameters from the global network. The network training for each
subsystem is arranged according to the actual production environment. Then, the global system
updates parameters according to the cumulative gradients of all subsystems.

Figure 7: Learning and training pattern of multiple production control subsystems.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS

a) GA

b) Machine learning algorithm.

Figure 8: Gantt charts of production control.

Fig. 8 provides the Gantt charts of production control of traditional GA and machine
learning algorithm. The simulation results show that the scheduling rules for production control
plans can be ranked as SPT, LPT, MWR, LWR, MOR, LOR, based on the priority derived from
deep reinforcement learning coupled with rule scheduling. The Gantt charts show that, in the
production control plan of the optimal solution obtained by our algorithm, after the completion
of each operation, the corresponding machine needs to execute one scheduling rule adaptation,
until all the jobs are processed.
To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed dynamic job-shop production control
algorithm, which integrates deep reinforcement learning network with rule scheduling, this
paper summarizes the weights of objective functions and EF coefficients from different
418
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production items (Table I). Table II records the adaptation to six scheduling rules during the
modelling process.
Table I: Weights of objective functions and EF coefficients.
Weights of objective functions
Item number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

μ
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.6
0.4
0.5
0.2
0.5

α
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.9
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.5

EF coefficients

δ
0.2
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2

EPi
0.5
0.7
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.9
0.2
0.7
0.9

DPj
0.7
0.9
0.4
0.3
0.5
0.1
0.5
0.6
0.3
0.4

Table II: Adaptation to six scheduling rules during the modelling process.
Scheduling rule

Waiting time

Number of delays

Mean queue length

Machine utilization

FT

SPT
LPT
MWR
LWR
MOR
LOR

57
78
82
58
75
55

1
1
1
1
1
1

1.32
1.43
1.45
1.33
1.42
1.47

0.35
0.36
0.31
0.37
0.38
0.32

63
70
72
63
71
73

Table III: Rule combination and objective function value for the optimal solution in each period.
Period

Rule combination

FT

ET

EF

Objective function value

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

SPT, MWR, LOR
SPT, LWR, MOR
SPT, LWR, MOR
SPT, MWR, MOR
LPT, MWR, MWR
LPT, LWR, MOR
LPT, LWR, MWR
LPT, MWR
LPT, LWR, MWR
LPT, LWR, LWR

58.00
58.00
58.00
58.00
58.00
58.00
58.00
58.00
58.00
58.00

19.00
8.00
18.00
5.00
3.00
2.00
22.00
7.00
15.00
13.00

22.00
26.00
16.00
27.60
33.00
51.25
14.00
17.65
17.80
18.20

18.35
27.14
45.80
37.50
32.50
41.75
47.96
38.25
29.37
28.16

Table III presents the rule combination, the value of each objective function, and the value
of total objective function in each of the ten research periods, corresponding to the optimal
solution of dynamic job-shop production control problem. It can be seen that the same
production control plan could apply to different production items and periods; the only
difference lies in the sequence of scheduling rules within the rule combination.
Table IV: Execution results of the production control plans by different algorithms.
Model

Waiting time

Number of delays

Mean queue length

Machine utilization

FT

GA
Our algorithm

55
51

1
1

1.36
1.45

0.37
0.39

66
53

Table IV displays the execution results of the production control plans by different
algorithms. It can be seen that the production control plan generated by our algorithm achieved
better effect than that produced by GA. This means the scheduling can be optimized by calling
the deep reinforcement learning algorithm.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Based on deep reinforcement learning and rule scheduling, this paper investigates the dynamic
job-shop production control problem. Specifically, a multi-objective optimization model was
created for the production control system of dynamic job-shop. Then, deep reinforcement
learning was introduced to job-shop production control system to transform the dynamic jobshop production control problem. This is followed by the proposal of a dynamic job-shop
production control method based on deep reinforcement learning, and the explanation of the
collaboration strategy for multiple subsystems. Through experiments, the Gantt chart on the
production control by traditional GA was compared with that produced by machine learning
algorithm; the rule combination and objective function value were obtained for the optimal
solution in each period; the execution results of the production control plans by different
algorithms were summarized. The results fully demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
dynamic job-shop production control algorithm, which couples deep reinforcement learning
network and rule scheduling.
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